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ABSTRACT

This handbook provides an introduction to research
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production and/or comprehension of two languages by the same
individual. The phrase "minority-language children" refers to
children whose first languae is different from the language of the
wider community. The topic is discussed under five headings: (1)
issues dealing with bilingual and bicultural education, providing for
instruction in a variety of languages, psychological and educational
ramificationt, and a case study; (2) the historical perspective and
the context for bilingualism and bilingual education at present in
Canada and in other countries; (3) a presentation of research
findings and a consideration of the patterns of bilingualism and
cultural identity typically developed by minority children; (4) a
review of theories related to learning two languages and a
formulation of a cognitive "think tank model" for language learning;
and (5) a consideration of the practical implications of the research
findings for "heritage-language" teachers and minority parents who
are eager to promote a high level of first language proficiency. The
book concludes with a summary of what is known about bilingualism and
children's development. (AMR)
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Foreword

Discussions on "language across the curriculum'. have become commonplace among
educators since the publication of the Bullock Report A Language for Life (London,
that the teaching
HMSO, 1975) in 1975. The central argument of the Bullock Report
is now
of language should be integrated with all aspects of the school curriculum
widely accepted, and many teachers, principals, and administ1ators are currently work
ing to develop and implement school language policies.
However, the phenomenon of language, NY 111C11 seems relatively straightforward when
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we take it for granted and just use it, becomes enormously complex whin we begin to
analyse it in depth and probe the relationships between what are generally regarded as
its component parts, that is, listening, speaking, reading, and writing For example,
most educators assume that a good basis in "oral language" is necessary for successful
initial reading, yet research findings on this issue are not entirely consistent, some
showing strong relationships between reading and oral language skills, while others find
only weak relationships. The reason fu this, of course, is tha the term "oral language"
can encompass a bewildering array of different skills whose interrelationships are any
thing but clear. For example, how is the grammatical accuracy of speech relate 1 to
appropriateness of use in different contexts, or range of vocabulary related to fluency?
The/relationships between reading and writing are no more clear than those between
"oral language" and reading, with educational theorists and researchers proposing sever
al different view s. While the four broad language skills are obviously interrelated in
some ways, there are other ways in which they are dearly independent, for example,
knowing how to speak does not guarantee that a child will be successful in acquiring
reading and writing skills. What this implies for educators is that without a clear con
ception of the nature of "language proficiency," and the ways in which its comp,nent
parts are related to ea,l1 other, it becomes extremely difficult to formulate a coherent
policy on how language should be integrated with other aspects of the curriculum
Issues related to language and literacy become even murkier when we add colleen's
about second-lang,nage acquisition and first-language mainter.ance among both children
from linguistic minorities as well as those frori. the majority language group. 1.s a re
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stilt of considerable ristarch during the pat two decades we can L reasonably confident about some educational generalizations in regard to second language programs.
Fur example, we know that French immersion programs are considerably more effective in promoting Freneli skills than traditional Frenell-as-a-seeontl-language programs.
However, when we probe beneath the surface of these research studies, N% e are faced
with the 0.41ile issues that remain largely unresolved in first-language pedagogy For ex-

ample, the question of how lung it takes an immigrant Add to learn English, which
and lJr psychohas obvious pulley implications both fur the pros ision of CSI.
Understaading
logical assessintait, depends upon what we mean by "leaniiiig
wit., immersion programs suteetel in developing seeund-language skills so inuth inure
rapidly titan traditional second-language programs in.ulves with rstahtling the nature of
language and how it is acquired in first-language contexts.
The aim of the present series is to assist educators (including parents) to explore
these issues eoneerning the nature and di velopinent of language and lite racy . We hope
not only to provith information in a straightforward and Jett ssiblt forth, but also to

stimulate ideas and discussion about how the information or "facts" arc related to
each either and buss they can be explained. In other words, we. hop( to stimulate the
hi come relevant for both
proeess of developing and refining the ory because
policy and practice only when they are integrate d within a eolierent theoretical framework.
All edueational pulley and practice is based on theory . Often, however, these
theories are implicit, ur are based on assumptions whose validity is questionable. One
of the reasons for this is that researchers publish their findings in scholarly journals in
a language that can often by understood only by other rest anthers. Practitioners are
therefore largely excluded from access to these findings. Consequently, and appropriatt:ty, they base the it practice on assumptions and intuitions (kris ed from experience.
However, implied theories or assumptions unsupported by data are usually nut sufficient to persuade others that changes in policy or practice art di sirablt . Information
that can be generalized is required. Snell information can se rsc t itla r to confirm
assumptions and intuitions or alternatis ely to raise them to he qutstiuncd.
I hub, we hope that the present series of monographs will contribute to the genera
bon of new the ore tieal ideas and practical applications ue tilt gt nt ral areas of language

and literaey. Although tat It muntvapli is devoted to a speeifit issue, wt anticipate
that collectively they will help tit fine the dimensions of language and literacy in both
bilingual and monolingual contexts.
Jim Cummins
Sharon Lapkin
Merrill Swain
Series Editors
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Preface

The purpose of tins handbook is to provide a brief introduction to research findings
related to bilingualism in minority -language children, and to describe the implications
of these findings for issues of en:lent concern in Canadian education. The term "bilin
gualism" is defined in a broad sense as "the production and/or comprehension of two
languages by the same individual" in order to include within the scope of the handbook
the large variety of proficiencies in two languages manifested by minority children
The term "minority-language children" refers to children whose first language or home
language (LI) is different from the language of the wider community and its schools
(L2). Thus, francophone children outside Quebec in either French or English schools
are included in this definition, but children from, for example, L'Icrainian cultural
backgrounds who are exposed only to English at home would not be inclUded even if
they were attending a Ukrainian-English bilingual program. This definition of "min
ority-language children" must be interpreted fairly loosely since children may be ex
posed to varying amounts of both languages in the home and in some case may he
more proficient in L2 than in LI on entry to school.
However, de: to its looseness, this definition serves to delineate the general scope
of the handbook and also its potential audience. The primary audiences envisaged arc
educational personnel (heritage-language teachers, ESL teachers, "regular" teachers,
teachers-in-training, psychologists, administrators, and policy makers) dircdly concerned with the education of first- and second-generation minority language students,
although the handbook is also obviously relevant to parents and ethnic community
leaders concerned with preserving heritage languages.

Some third-generation students may come within the definition of "minority
language children" employed earlier, however, these are exceptions to the rule and arc
thus not a primary concern Jf the handbook. Nevertheless, many of the principles of
bilingualism and bilingual education considered in the handbook may be relevant to
eduaturs involved in bilingual or other heritage language programs for these children

Thus, I would encourage readers to take an eclectic approach to the content of the
handbook, choosing what is relevant to their own individual situations and being
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tolerant of what is more re It v ant to other types of Bilingual It arning situations.
.klthough the Canadian coritt xt provides the primary focus for the handbook, the
issues discussed are also relevant to the education of minority students in many tithe r
countries. In order to place the Canadian ussucs into a broader international context, I
have drawn on research tutlillitttil outsidt Canada where this illustrates principles I.Jf
bilingual education for, which Canadian research is lacking.
Fwally , I would like to thank all those iv ho pros ided feedback and encouragement
on .t earlier version of this handbook, specifically, ltonnIChumak,Nliriarn di Giuseppe,
Gtorge'Duraveth, Nlarcela Duran, Normand Frenette, Daina Green, Ste c [(rabbet', Jean

llandscorabc, Sharon Lapkui, Dorothy Ltgaretta, and Merrill Swain. I 1$ utak] also like
gratefully to acknosv ledge the artistic 1$ ork of John Lasruk, iv hose illustrations Jtnt to
allIttlitallitUllz1) light. /I tilt, text and highlight its neessage. Tit vuggt stions of two anonymous external reviewers were also very useful.

Jim Cummins

Issues

Dunng the past fifteen years in Canada, as in many of the other NV e.tern industrialized
countries, there 1tas been a dramatic increase in the number of students whose home
language (LI) is other than that of the school (L2). More than 50 percent of the school
population in several Metro Toronto school systems do not have English as au L 1, while
in the Vancouver school system the figure (at the elementary level) is around 1.0 percent
This rapid increase in the number of minority -language students has given rise to con
siderabledebate about how Canadian school systems should respond to the cultural and
linguistic diversity of their students. Attempts to improve the teaching of English as-a
second-language (ESL) or French -as-a-secondblanguage (FSL) in Quebec, and to increase
the sensitivity of school personnel to children's cultural background have been relatively
uncontroversial. However, issues rclat,,d to the teaching of languages other than English

and French within the public school system have been extremely contentious.
This debate has taken place at several levels. At a social/political level, discussion
has centred on the rule of the schou: in maintaining ethnic language s and cultures nil
the one hand, a major concern identified in the public response to the Draft Report
of the 1Vork Group on Multiculturalism (075) in the Toronto Board of Education was
that: 'The school system's new responsiveness to 'ethnic demands' in the area of
language and culture will create ghettos. People must assimilate to the 'Canadian way
life'."1 Those in favor of an expansion of teaching ethnic languages, on the other
hand, argued that a policy of multiculturalism which divorces culture from language
merely a sham.
The administrative and financial difficulties of prop iding instru Lion in a large variety
of languages have also been frequently Aram ed as an argument against any change in
the linguistic status quo. By contrast, advocates of teaching ethnic languages in the
elementary school have argued that these difficulties are by no means insurmountable
given a willingness on the part of politicians and educators to regard (-tunic language
development as a societal and educational priority.
The third level concerns the psychological and educational ramifications of minority
students' bilingualism and bieulturalian. Among the one erns idt Milled in the revon.:e
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to the 1 °rola() Board Draft Itcpurt was the danger that. "Language maintenance or
development programs in the sehuuls, other than Freneli or English, will retard the
dtAelopinint of etlinie minority children, and tile) will
Ensdish la11,11J
Ltighsh language development of du etlinie minority eummunity theniselles$'2 By
argued by olio rb that iiieUrpurating minority students' Li into
(;:untrast, It kb it

the .ehuul eurrieultun 1% ill help ,tide 111a Jells I a comfortable adjustment to both the
hum( and selwol (Meuse as w(11 as promute au educationally beneficial furni of
bilingualism.
Chia handbook 1a addressed tu dust psy diuedileational issues. In the past del alle
reseateli has been earrieil uut uu bilingualisiu in minority stud( its and on
Its relationship tu the development 61 aeademie skills. Tin follow ing specific issues
have been rest are bed and will be eunsidered in the present handbook.

I. Ilui% du minority -language studen6 perform dead...M.11y

in English -only

programs?

.. 11 ow do minority language studs its adjust to the often unflit ling demands of
home and school cultures?

3. Dos the teaelling of minority students' LI in the den( mar) school interfere
4.

with the learning of English and other academic skills?
eugnitive and aeadc mit develop
hat elk( is does bilingualism hale un

ment?
.1. 1)o bilingual eltildnii has e del advantage in learning additional languages?
6. What are the elicits of 914Ig-I, I ill tilt bonne on the learning of English and other
academie skills?

ieseareh information on these i4ues has not been refleeted tip tu nut% in public de
bates un di( teaelting of heritage langua,r,es and has had little impat t on the training of
sehoul personnel Lune( riled with minority students (fur examplt E`..:1. teachers, psy
ehologists, and .so on), Consequently , it is not surprising that the attitudes of school
personnel and !Julie) -makers has t. been based largely on eummon sells( assumptions

rather than empineal ev id( nee. In the pparent alitenit of any e% i itnte to the Cell
trary, it did nut seeni unrt asonablt to assume that if minority stud& nts had defieicticies
in English, then they needed instrut lion in English, nut in tin ir 1.1. Currently, many

leathers pereive tin promotion uf heritage languages in the selioul as undermining
their t fforts to 6 ail' diddren English. 13( cause they fed that the arning of English
1%111 be fat :ladled if k Iiildreti an gradually wl ailed away from their 1.1, these teachers
tend to ellt.0 U rag(' parellt., to use Cnrlish as swell as possible in the home. l'arents of
minority eluldren will often aceept this adv ie.( and try tu as( English in communicating

with their eluldren beeause they fear that the use uf LI may outs( k hildren and reduce their chances of academic success.

These: assumptions about the inhibiting effeets of minority students' 1.1 on the
learning uf Liighsli t merge d dearly iu the ',oldie debate following the Toronto Board's
Draft Report un Nhiltie ulturalism. Fur example, a report headlined Too mut li stress
in the Toronto star (Ot tibia 19, 1976) JUIIIun 1A11111t. JtIlllien Lay teachers say
Inarit.d the opposition of at !IOU! persenind to the teaelling of lit ritage languages as
follows:
Many ot the [orient() Board of Ethic-Aeon's principals, teachers and suptnntendents are
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opposed to the board's policy of helping ethnic groups maintain their own language and
culture in the schools, a survey has found.... iNijany among the school staff arc confused
about the policy, feel It will Icad to the creation of ghettos and that the schools arc already
over-burdened.
"Canada should come first and the other nationality second, otherwise they should not
have come here," said a school principal.

Another principal said the majority of teachers aie opposed to the policy because "if
you let them (students) use their own language, they will never learn English."

Some parents in the etimit, evnimunities themselve have shared these commis
about the teaehing of heritage languages. Itealizinti, that profieitncy in English is a pre
requisite to academic success, parents have been concerned that any time taken away

from English will interfere with their thildreds acadeunL progress. t report in the
Toronto Star (October 3, l97.5) headlined "Immigrant parents ask tit) to push English
in the schools" quoted an ethnic parent as saying that
Imnugrants want their children forced to speak English at school, not give n special programs
in their own language ... if native language., are used at school, it only makes it harder for
children to learn English.

These views obviously do not represent those of the majority of ethnic parents who
have strongly supported the teaching of ht ritagt. languages in tin public 'A !link low
ever, they do illustrate the fear among some parents that the use of Li, either in home
or school, will have an adverse effect on the learning of English.
The prevalence of these assumptions among teachers and the general public raise
the questions first, of their validity , and second, of their effects on the treatment of
minority -language students in schools. On the basis of the research outlined in Chapter
3 it will be argued that these -Liniment sense-assumptions are based on mist tint tptiow.
about the nature of bilingualism wbieb, in the past, have euntributt d din t tly to the
academie and cultural adjustment difficulties of minority students.
A concrete example will illustrate the way s in which "eummun sense" assumptions
about minority students' bilingualism and home oepericlixt in L1 find expression witli
in the school system to the potential detriment of students' educational development
This example is taken from a recent study in which the teacher referral forms and
psychological abbebbiliC116 of uvt,r four hundred ices Canadian AtnItnb w were analysed

3

It a: name) was referred for psy eliological assessThe Case of Maria. Maria (nut c
ment by her firstgrade tt miter who noted that she has difficulty in all aspects of learn
mg. Maria was given both speech and hearing and psychological assessments. The
former assessment found that all structures and functions pertaining to speech were
within normal hinds and bearing was also nurnia The findings were -inumarizeil
follows. -Maria conies front an Italian home iv here Italian is spoken mainly . Ilow ev er,
language skills appeared to be vv Rhin normal limits for English."
The psychologist's conclusios, however, were very different. On tilt. Wechsler Pre
school and Primary Seale of Intelligenet (WPPSI), Maria obtained a Verbal IQ of 89
(23rd percentile; and a Perfoimante (nonverbal) IQ of 99 (17th percentile). 'I' he Full
Seale IQ was 93 (32nd percentile). The report to Ilaria's teacher read as follows
Mana tended to be very slow to respond to questions, particularly if she were unsure of the
answers. Her spoken English was a little hard to understand, which is probably due to poor
English models at home (speech as within normal limits). Italian is spoken almost exclusively
at home, and thu will be further complicated [emphasis added I by die coming arrival of an
aunt and grandmother from Italy.

3
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There is little doubt that Maria is a child of low average ability whose school progress is
impeded by lack of practice in English. Encourage Maria's oral participation as much as
possible, and try to involve Maria in extra-curricular activities where she will be with her
English-speaking peers.

In this example, the pay etiologist has no hesitation ( "there is little doubt") in deciding that Maria is a child of low average ability on the basis of a test whose validity
for a child from a non-En.61;sh background is highly questionable, nor in attributing
Mania's academic problems to the use of Italian in the home. The implicit message to
the teacher is clear. Maria's communication in Italian with parents and relatives detracts
from her school performance, and the aim of the school program should be to expose
Maria to as much English as possible in order to compensate for these deficient linguistic and cultural background experiences.
Although this orientatiolt towards minority children's bilingualism is not typical of
the psychological assessments analysed in this study , it is by no means an isolated instance. Comments such as the following reveal the same orientation:
Basically Mario (nut child's real name) has some very significant language problems. The
family speaks Italian at home, and is not especially capable of supporting Nlario at home
with reading and conversation.
Italian is still spoken at home but they are trying to use more English.
Since Italian is the primary language spoken III the home, it was felt that the slight language
delay was due to a,lack of stimulation in the home environment.

The implicit attitude expressed in these comments is that reading and conversation
can qualify as "stimulation" only if they occur in English.
The point I wish to make is that assumptions about the use of minority students'
LI in school and home which have been commonly expressed in the policy debates on
multicultural programs are by no means innocuous, on the contrary, they emerge in
the concrete every day decisions made by classroom teachers, psy, etiologists, and administrators. Before considering the research related to these assumptions, the issues
will be considered from a lustormal perspective and placed within the context of recent
developments in the edueation of minority students, both in Canada and internationally.

13
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Context

Historical Perspective
The prevailing attitude towards ethnic diversity in Canada.in the first half of this century has been termed "Anglo-conformity." It was assumed that all ethnic groups should
give up their own languages and cultures and become assimilated into he dom: Ant
-British culture. Harney and Troper in their book Immigrants quote a speaker at the
1913 Pre-Assembly Congress of the Presbyterian Church in Toronto:
The problem is simply this. take all the different nationalities, German, French, Italian,
Russian and all the others that are sending their surplus into Canada; mix them with the
Anglo-Saxon stock and produce a uniform race wherein the Anglo-Saxon peculiarities shall
prevail)

IT'S OURS.
BEAT IT/

5
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Education was naturally regarded as a major means of Canadianizing "foreign"
students..1s fancy and Troper point out, Canadianizatiun was not a hiddt n curriculum
but permeated every facet of the school's program. Any traces of foreign values were
eradicated in the process of impressing on students tin. Canadian values of "punctuality,
regularity , obedience, industry , eluanliness, duct 119 of appearance and behaviour, regard for the rights of others and respect for law and order."' !Jamey and Troper provide an example wind' vividly illustrates the subtle ways in which a gulf tan be created
between a child and his/her family:
The teacher was also charged with systematically instructing these foreign students in the
ways of the New W orld, a process which often dismissed the Old World ways as backward,
as un-Canadian....
Even personal hygiene programs could undermine the house. Every morning, for instance,
the teacher systematically went up and down the classroom inspecting each student's hands

and fingernails for that last trace of dirt which defied the morning wash. A villainous bit of
grime would temporarily banish a student to the school sink amid disapproving looks from
teacher and schoolmates. As the teacher makes her inspection rounds the daughter of a
Alacedontan workman remembers looking at her father's hands during dinner hands that
prodded cattle from a stockyard to abattoir before cleaning out stock pens. There seems no
allowance can be made. Saintliness is measured by the cleanliness of fingernails. X father is
condemned.3

Gwen the strung emphasis on Anglo-eonformity in the schools, it is not surprising
that bilingualism lame to be regarded as a negative force in children's development.
Many North American educators saw bilingualism almost as a disease which not only
interfeled with the Canadianization or Americanization process, but also caused eon-

fusiea in children's thinking. Therefore, they felt that a precondition for teaching
children English was the eradication of their bilingualism. Thus, children were ofteii
punished for speaking their LI in school and were made to feel ashamed of their own
language and cultural background. It is not surprising that rc arch studies conducted
during this period often found that bilingual children did poorly at school and muny
6
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experienced emotional confliets. Some researehers even went so far as to claim that
bilingualism led to schizophrenic tendencies and that bilinguals w ere morally untrust
worthy .4 Results such as these are attributable both to pour research designs in many
of the early studio., as well as to the fact that children were made to feel that it was
neceswry to reject the home culture in order to belong to the majority culture, and
often ended up unable to identify with either cultural group.

BUREAU OF
NATURALIZATION

DO YOU HAVE A PRISON

RECORD? ARE YOU A
MEMBER OF THE
COMMUNIST
PARTY? DO YOU
SUPPER FROM
BILINGUALISM OR
,4 Y OTHER COMMUNICATIVE

DISEASE?

As outlined in Table 1. any emotional conflicts or difficulties in learn:ng English
,ority students experienced under these "sink or swim" conditions were
usually attributed to some deficiency within the child. Various "scientific" explana
which

tions w ere suggested as to why minority children tended to perform poorly at school,
for example, confusion in thinking due to bilingualism, eultural dopriyation, and even
genetic inferiority. Research showing that bilingual children performed lower un verbal
IQ tests than monolingual children w interpreted by many researchers and educators
to mean that there is only Jo much space ur capacity available in our brains for Ian
guage, therefore, if we divide that space between two languages, neither language will
develop properly and intellectual confusion will result.
In summary, the strung opposition to the use of ethnic languages in public elemen
tary schools that has emerged in recent debates un multiculturalism is .1 manifestation
of a lung tradition of Anglo-conformity in Canadian education. Psychoeducational
arguments that bilingualism and; or LI maintenance will impede the learning of English,
although genuinely believed by many educators, have seized on minority student.'
own language and culture as a convenient scapegoat, while at the same time absolving
the school from my responsibility in the educational failure of many of these students.
Recent research evidence (considered in Chapter 3) undermines the validity of these
lung-held positions, and social and educational ,attitudes both in Canada and inter
nationally also show evidence of a change in orientation.

/
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Table 1/Blaming the Victim in Minority-Language Education*

A. Overt Aim
Teach English to minority
children in order to create a
harmonious society with
-equal opportunity for all

Covert Aim
Anglicize minority children
because linguistic and cultural

diversity are seen as a threat to
social cohesion

D.

Outcomes
Even more intense efforts
by the school to eradicate
the deficiencies inherent in
minority children

B. Method

C. Results
Justification
1. LI should be eradicated be- I. Shaine in LI language and
Prohibit use of LI in schools
culture
cause it will interfere with
and make children reject their
2. Replacement of LI by L2
the learning of English;
own culture and language in
order to identify with majority 2. Identification with LI cul- 3. School failure among many
children
ture will reduce child's
English group
ability to identify with

English-speaking culture

17

The failure of these efforts
only serves to reinforce the
my th of minority group
deficiencies

"Scientific" Explanation
I. Bilingualism cause.? confusion
in thinking, emotional insecurity and school failure
2. Minority group children are

"culturally deprived" (almost
by definition since they are
not Anglos)
3. Some minority-language groups
are genetisallyinferior (common
theory in the U.S. in 1920s
and 1930s).

v similar assumptions
.: ThisTable reflects the assumptions of No rthAme.rican schoolsystems inthe first half of this century. Howeer,
other
of
school
children
about

CONTEXT

Recent Canadian Developments
In 191 the federal government adopted the policy of "multiculturalism within a
bilingual framework." Under this policy there are two official languages in Canada
but all ethnic groups arc eneouraged to enrich Canadian society
English and French
by continuing to develop their unique cultures.
The multiculturalism policy is based on the :ecommendations of Book IV of the
Report of the Royal Cominission on Bilingualism and Bitulturalisin (B & B Report)
and represents a major shift M federal pulley regarding ethnic diversity. In contrast to
no one culture is "official" or dominant, instead, all cultural
"Anglo-conformity
groups arc seen as contributing to building the Canadian identity.
The benefits of linguistic diversity to Canadian society were also emphasized in
Book IV of the B & B Report. The Report recommended that "the teaching of language other than English and French, and cultural subjects related to them, be incorporated as options in the public elementary sellout programme, where there is sufficient
demand for such dashes' (S378, p. 141). Hull ev er, the Report also pointed out the
pretetieal diffieultie. wide!' could arise in providing instruction in heritagy languages at
the elementary level, and cautioned that these languages should not be ;taught at the
expense of the second official language, that is, English or French.
Sineeedueation is within the jurisdiction of the provinces, the provincial education
al autheirities must decide what eonstitutes "sufficient demand" for heritage language
instruetion in the public school system. In recent yeas, programs of heritage-language
instruction have been instituted in the public elementary sellout systems of several
provinces. The principal aims of these programs are to promote tit euntinued vitality
of ethnic cultures and to enrich children's educational experience.
in 1971, Alberta became the first province to legalize languages other than English
or French as mediums of instruction in the public school sy stem. Currently , bilingual
programs involving Ukrainian, German, and [fibres., respectively exist in several elementary sehoGls in Edmonton. In these programs the heritage language is used as the
language of insttaetion for 50 IA:remit of the school day throughout the elementary
school. In 1979/80, a total of 1271 students were enrolled in these heritage language
programs, the Ukrainian program being the largest with dose to 800 students enrolled
between kindergarten and grade 6 in seven Edmonton schools

iu 1979, Nlanitoba passed enabling legislation permitting the use of non-official
languages as languages of instruction for up to 50 percent of the school day. Iii 1980/
81, 320 studios were enrolled in the E:ngliptc-Ukrainian bilingual program. Saskatt lie
wan has similar enabling regislation, anti an English - Ukrainian bilingual program has
also been recently instituted.
In Ontario, it is still nut legal to use languages other than English and French as
mediums of in4ruetion in the public .elioul system except on a temporary basis to
help children acquire English skills. flout:vet., in 1977, the Ontario Ministry of Educa
bon instituted the Heritage Languages Program under which funding is provided to
sehuul boards for the twilling of heritage languages for up to 2"2 hours per week out
side of the regular 5-hour J ou I day . Lt 1979-80, there were 76 017 students representing forty four language groups enrolled in the fleritage Languages Program.
In Quebec, English can be legally used as the language of instruction in the public
school system only for elcildreti whose parent. are English speaking and who had them
9
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selves been educated in English schools in Quebec. French is the legal language of in-

struction for all others. However, in 1978, the programme de Eenseignement des
langues d'origine (PELO) was started by the Quebec provincial government. PELO involves teaching Italian, Portuguese, Greek, and Spanish to children of these backgrounds for thirty minutes per day during regular school hours. Approximately six
hundred students are currently enrolled under this program.
It Is dear that both the numbers of students receiving heritage-language instruction
III the public elementary school and the ty pes of programs vary widely across provlutes. By contrast, there is relative uniformity of programs for minority francophones
in all Canadian pruvinets. These programs usually vary from between 50 and-80'

tent of the day through French from kindergarten through grade 12. For Native
peoples, there has been a revival in teaching heritage languages across Canada and
some bilingual programs have betie started, however, none of these has been systemati-

cally evaluated. In addition to these programs operating within the public schoo'
by btu'', the:mart many hentage-language classes operated by the linguistic communities
themselves on Saturday mornings or after school hours.
^1-

There are two principal rationales for these. Canadian programs. first, cultural
maintenance, and second, educational enrichment. For the most part, those enrolled in the bilingual programs in Western Canada ar. third-generation students who
are not fluent in the heritage language on entry to the program. Thus, the principal
aims of the programs are to revive the language and help students appreciate their
tultural heritage:..1s In French immersion programs, ly.we ever, parents view the acquisition of a Jetuntl language as an edutationally enriching experience, provided, of course,
this can be achieved at no cost to students' English language skills.
The same rationales apply to the Ontario and Quebec programs, although there is a
inuth greater proportion of first- and Jetund generation students in these programs
than in their western Canadian counterparts. The ()Marie', and Quebec programs also
invoke w hat Lan be termed a "survival" rationale, that is, one of the aims olincorporating L I into the. Jthoul curriculum is to help minority students to "survive" edutationally . It la argued that teaehing heritage languages in the. public sthool will help
Jtutluit, overturn'. emotional and ataelcinie adjustment difficulties by improving their
self-concept and developing some concepts through LI.
Clearly, tultural maintenance, educational enrichment, and survival rationales over:*
lap to a certain
extent. However, in contrast to Canadian programs, "survival" is the
primary rationale invoked in the United States and Europe for incorporating minority
students' L 1 into the school curriculum.

International Develoinnents
In both the [Anted State:, and Europe, recent initiato, Lb in educating minority language
students have arisen in response to the increasing numbers of such students and re
peated documentation of their failure under "sink or swim" conditions,

Europe. In Europe, as a result of the ceonoinic expansion of the 1960s, it is estimated
that there art two rnrlhun thildren of migrant workers attending bchuol, in the European Ettnitnnit Community (EEC).5 More than 50 percent of these (100 000 each
10
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year) fail to obtain any job qualification at the end of compulsory schooling. The
growth in the immigrant student population is such that, if present trends continue, by

the year 2000, one third of the European school population will be of immigrant
background.

The seriousness with which these trends ar viewed can be seen in the following
comment from an official EEC document:
Unless the Member States take immediate action on a scale commensurate with the number of immigrants, their educational systems will continue to filter out second-generation
migrants into a sub-proletariat whose resentment will rapidly create an explosive sitUation.6

Some social scientists have charged that the low levels of Ll and L2 literacy achieved
by many minority students is nut enti,ely dysfunctional for the host countries in that
it ensures a continuous supply of cheap labor. This interpretation is expressed by a
Finnish researcher, Tuve Skutnabb-Kangas, in a paper w hose title reads as follows.
"Semilingualism and the education of migrant children as a means of reproducing the

caste of issembly -line workers.-1 She recommends strong promotion of minority
students' LI in the school system as a means of overcoming "semilingualism and
achieving high levels of literacy in both languages.
The teaching of Ll is also regarded by the EEC as an important means of promoting
educational survival for immigrant students:
NJ one now disputes that the successful integration of immigrants into the host countries'
schools requires special education measures. The great innovation of recent years is that the
mother tongue is now .egarded as a significant component of the child's personality, which
Ls crucial to his psychological wellbeing and facilitates integration into a new environment'

This statement reflects a significant change in educational policy within the EEC. In
1977 the EEC issued a directive on the education of the children of migrant workers
which required member states by 1981 to "take appropriate measures to promote, in
co-ordination with normal education, teaching of the mother tongue and tulture of
the country of origin. . .."9
Similar changes in educational policy have occurred in Sweden, which is nut a mem
ber of the EEC. In 1977, it became obligatory for municipalities to offer LI instrue
tion when requested by minority groups. In 1977/78, 11 percent of immigrant stu
dents received LI instruction, cv Ink 16 percent reeciveel subject matter instruction
through the medium of LI.

The United States. In the United States, bilingual education for minority language
children has expanded rapidly during the past decade, although there is still consider
able controversy about its goals and methods. This expansion followed a landmark
decision (Lau vs. Nichols, 1971.) inn which the Supreme Court upheld the contention
of a Chinese family that their child was denied Jettss to equal educational opportunity
because he was nut sufficiently proficient in English to profit from instruetion in that
language. Bilingual edutaticm, iu %hid' students are given instruetion partially through

LI until they have attained burn, lit proficiency in Engliii to benefit from English
instruction, was the principal remedy recommended by the Office of Civil Rights in
response to the Supreme Court decision. &Jim)l districts found to be out of eumpli
ante with die "Lau guidelines can be denied access to federal education funds.
This far reaching decision has conic at a time when the number of minority language
11
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students is increasing while general school enrolment Continues to decline For example, minority -language students umprise approximately 6 percent (3.6 million) of
the entire school -age population of the United States, and 69 percent of these are of
Hispanic baekgrotu.d. In Los Angeles, it is estimated that the Hispanic population will
comprise over 50 percent of the school-age population by 1985.
Minority-language students, especially Hispanic and Native groups, !line been characterized by high drop-out rates and pour academic achievement. There are approximately twice as many Nlexiean-Ameriean students in classes for the educable mentally

retarded as would be expected on the basis of proportion in the school population,
and Hispanics have been found to perform consistently ten to fifteen percentage
points below the national average in academic .aelliev einem.' By the end of grade 6,
Englibli..0111Y programs have been found to be about two years beN tithe students
low national norms in English reading.
Although many individual bilingual programs have had considerable success in improving minority students' academic performance, there has not been any demonstra-

tion that bilingual education is reducing inequality of educational opportunity on the
large scale that was originally envisaged. This is due, in part at least, to the problems
school districts have encountered in imph molting bilingual programs Lack of quali
fled teachers and suitable materials, as well as widespread confusion about the goals

and methods of bilingual education, have resulted in considerable variation in the
quality of bilingual programs.

Thus, policy-akers and the general public remain sceptical about the merits of
bilingual education. The issues in the current U.S. debate parallel those in the Canadian
context. It is frequently argued that bilingual education will promote fragmentation

of society and Quebec -style separatism and, at a psyehueducational level, that if
minority students arc deficient in English, then they need instruction in English, not
in their LI.
In summary , the shift towards more widespread tea( king of minority students' 1,1
in the public, school sy stem is motivated primarily by cultural development and educational enrichment rationales in Canada and by an educational Ain ii,a1 rationale in
Europe and the United States. I low ever, at both a sudopulitii al and psy elweducational level, the issues in the public debates have been similar in their contexts, and, in
gcneral, research has played a minimal rut( in these deka( s. however, considerable
research relevant to the psy elunalucational issues has bun earth d out (luring the past
five years. This research is outlined in Chapter 3.
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search Findm,os

Patterns of Bilingualism and Cultural Identity among Minority Children
In order 'to understand research findings regarding the academic achievement of mi
nority ell'ildren, it ts necessary first to (muskier the patterns of bilingualism and cultural
identity typically developed by minority children.
Bilingualism
Among minority children in Canada there is typically a strong tendency to replace L I
with English. This is largely because children are constantly bombarded by stimulation
on TV, on the street, with their friends. This pattern can be seen clearly
in English

in the following account from a recent book published in Toronto called Come With
Us in which children's perceptions of Canadian society were explored.
My Family is Froth-Macedonia
I'm Macedonian. It's different from English. At school I talk English, except in Fund' class
m the afternoon. At home my mom asks me a question in Macedonian and I answer in
English. My mom and my grandmother talk in Maeidonian. That means if I get interested in
what they are saying, I have to talk and listen in Macedonian. When me and my brother talk
and my mother wants to know what we are talking about, we explain it in Macedonian.
As far as language is concerned, I'm pretty good at speaking Macedonian for a kid that
talks English the whole day.'

The pattern illustrated in this exeerpt is perhaps the most common one among Nt w
Canadian students, they maintain basie eomprehension skills in 1..1, but gradually lose

their ability to speak LI. It oft:n happens that children start school fully competent in
speaking and understanding their LI, but within,, short time brothers and sisters start
speaking English together, and then they become unwilling to speak LI at home. For
some children there is an almost complete shift of Lnguage during the school years;
they start school unilingual in their LI and leave school virtually unilingual in English.
Other children maintain basic speaking and listening skills in LI, but they do not
develop LI literacy skills and may not feel comfortable discussing complex ideas in
LI. In speaking LI they may frequently switch to English and use English words and
expressions.
13
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Finally, there arc children who manage to develop high levels of speaking, listening,
reading, and writing skills in both languages. However, full bilingualism does not develop automatically and Iv ill usually only be possible when parents take special steps to
encourage chilaren to develop LI proficiency (see Chapter 5).

Cultural Identity
The patterns of bilingualism which minority children dev eh+ are very closely tied to
their attitudes towards their two languages and also towards the two cultural groups
that speak these languages. Refusal to speak LI is usually part of a rejection of all
family values w hick make children feel "different" from their classmates. Children of
all ages, but especially at adolescence, hav,: a strong need to belong to fit in with the
group. If they feel their family language and vulture arc not accepted by classmates,
teachers, and others in the wider society with whom they have contact, they will often
fed ashamed and try to hide the fact that their background is "different "This is why
children are sometimes embarrassed when their parents speak LI outside the home.
All adolescents go through a process of choosing an identity deciding what their
values and beliefs are and what sort of person they want to become. For minoritylanguage students this task u: choosing who to be is complicated by the fact that they
have grown op in two cultural milieux, that of the home and that of tin wider society
whose values are often very different.
Wallace Lambert of McGill University in Montreal, one of the world's leading
authorities on bilingualism, has distinguished four possible ways in which minority
students can work out conflicts between the language and culture (L & C) of the home
and Liose of the school:2
(1) Rejection of home L & C, identification with Canadian L & C
(2) Rejection of Canadian L & C, identification with home L & C
(3) Inability to identify comfortably with either home or Canadian L & C
(4) Identification with both home and Canadian L & C
14
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The first alternative s probably the most (Ammon way in which minority students
try to ,;up,; with conflicts between the language and culture of the home and those of
the wider society. Students feel embarrassed by their ow n background and try to speed
up their assimilation into Canadian life. This pattern has both positive and m gative
consequences. On the positive side, the urge to ills Mil) with the majority group will
usually lead to rapid aequisition of English skills, however, this is often achieved at the
cost of familial harmony, since the rejection both of family values and the 1..1 can
cause much conflict betw cell parents and children. Resolv ing this conflict is made more
diffieult'by the fact that children and parents may no longer have a t mullion language
with which to discuss the problem. Children's competence in 1.1 may not have level
oped much since starting English-only school at age six. While it may be adequate for
communication on eunerete every day matters, children may not have the vocabulary
in their LI for discussing their complex feelings and personal proldt ms. Parents., how
ever, may not feel comfortable discussing these questions in English.
The second way ill which students cope with cultural conflicts is through proudly
holding on to the traditional values of their hum culture and reji ding the values of
the wider society . Assimilation into tin, wider society will Li resisted, and individuals
will tend to associate mainly w ith members of their own ethnic group.
The third pattern leaves the student caught between two cultural groups and tin
able to identify comfortably w ith eitht r. The values of the kiwi enitun an often dis
credited, but the student is unabit (or nut permitted) to beeome int( gnat d into the
wider society.
Student:, who conform to the fourth path rn retain pith iu the it home culture as

well as in Canadian culture as a wid( and feel able to identify with both. Ideally,
students will be able to see the stn ngths and weaknesses c,f beth LAWN:, and use the
strengths of both as a foundation for choosing their own values and identities. From

the point of view of language learning, these students an likely to In motivated to
its.:velop fully their proficiency in both English and their LI.

15
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In the process of resolving Lultural eunflicts and .housing an identity, minority
students may go through stages involving more than one of these patterns. For ex
ample, students may initially rejeLt the home language and eulture in their efforts to
fit in with the dominant cultural group. Later, however, they may realize that it is
possible to belong to both Lultural Junin, and that becoming fully Canadian dues not
neeessarily entail rejection of trie'b own enitural group. On the negative side, many

individuals who emi up Lonforming to the third tat( rn of failun. to identify with
either group may initially hay.. tried to gain aeLeptanee by the majority group through
rejecting the home language and Lnitnre. However, if they arc nut accepted by the
majority group. despite their efforts to assimilate, they have now here left to go.
It has frequently horn emphasized-that tin. fourth pattern of adjustment involving
harmonious identifiLation with the cultures of both the home and the wider society is
the UM N't
in ilint,fit ,oeiety and the individual the must. Wa11.11..t. 1..1111lit rt, for
example. argues that mitioritylanguage groups
should be encouraged from as many riptyces as possible to maintain their dual heritage ...
they arc North America's nehest human resource ... I don't think they will be able to be

full) North Amcncan unless they arc given eery possibility of being fully French. Porto
gucsc, Spanish. or whatever as wel1.3

minority language children, also points
n
riting about
Vera Corbi!,
Lt..pt anti hi WM( pallid of
out that these Lhildrtal w ill (11% illy fully (#111) w 1111 they
their home language and culture:
The rejeetion of their past, of their roots. of an embarrassing baekground, 1h:runts them of
the necessary foundation oil whieh to make Limier.% and this makes thrill IlLSttllrt, and JII%
IOW. They will gross as persons oily when they go back to their roots without shame, and
accept them.4

The past mscnsitivity of eduLaturs to these identity ...inflict, has .untributcd sub,tanti
adjustment problems and accule unit di fficallties.
ally to minority stud.

...so

I ASKED THE KID
IF HE PELT ALIENATED

)));1FROM HIS FAMILIAL

C GROUP AS A RESULT
OF THE RADICAL
/

CHANGE IN HIS
ENVIRONMENT AND I-1E

JUST STARED AT ME!
BELOW
NORMAL
INTELLIGENCE

tOBVIOUSLY
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In summary, , because the desire to identify w ith the majority culture is extcen ly

important in !earning L2. minority students who conform to patterns 2 or 3 (p..ge
14) will tend to have difficulty learning L2 and will perform poorly in school. They
will also nut be very comfortable liviut, in a society w hose values they reject students
who attempt to assimilate into tin. majority wittiee by rejecting the home language
and culture (pattern 1) are likely to learn English without diffic,ilty and may also per
form well m school. lion ever, as pointed out ARM:, in terms of personal development,
the cost to the individual may be large. Students who identify w'th the majority culture, but maintain their tics with the 11111111: culture (pattern I), w ill likewise tend to
have little difficulty learning English and performing well in school However, in eon
trast to students who reject the home language and culture, these students will have
maintained their LI proficiency and are also likely to have greater potential for person
al development and for contributing to Canadian society.
Tins analysis giv<:, us a basis for understanding research results regarding both the
educational performance of minority language children at ' the effects of bilingualism
un children's educational and intellectual progress. These results suggest that school

programs wind' try to promote adjustment pattern 1 arc not necessarily disastrous for
minority students whom parents arc pushing them towards the majority language and
culture and towards high edueationa: achievement. However, for other minority stu
dents, these programs may result in adjustment patterns 2 or 3, w ith consequent low
levels of linginstic and academic achieves nem. Programs Iv Well aim to promote adjust
intuit pattern 4 have significant advantages fur all minority stud( nts and crucial one.-

for ,tudents who would otherwise conform to patterns 2 or 3.

Minority-Lang uage Students' Performance in School
There is considerable variation ai the aeademie performant t of different groups .r
minurityinguage children. As mentioned previously, research has documented the
extremely poor aelnevement of Ilispanie and Native students in the United states
pattern of poor school performance in
and of immigrant students m Europe.

Lonly school programs has been found both among satiric' and first generation
minority students. In fad, some studies report that minority stud its born in the
host country have. worst academic prospects than immigrant students who have had
several years of schooling in the country of origins
As can be seen in Table 2. a different pattern of achievement seems to emerge for

most minority groups III the Canadian iontext.6 Minority students born in Canada
are overrepresented ill the high academie stream eumpared w ith students whose LI is
English, whereas minority students born outside Canada arc slightly underrepresented

in con rarbon to English-L1 students. The exception to this pattern is the FrancoOntanan group, which is very nut It underrepresented in the high academic stream
An interesting aspect of the data presented in Table 2 is that SFS (as assessed by
parental occupation) appears considerably more significant for the academic achievement of Canathanhom students from English and French language backgrounds than
it dues for Canathan.burn students from other language backgrounds it appears likely
that immigrant parents, regardless of SE'S, tend strongly to entourage their children
to perform well academically.
17
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Table 2 /Class Placement of Secondary School Students in the Toronto Board rif Education, 1969 and 1975
Every Student Survey According to Mother Tongue and Place of Birth

Mother Tongue

1. Born in Canada
Non-English (incl. French)
French

Percentage in 5-Year
Program (high academic), 1969 Survey

Percentage in Level,
5 (high academic),
1975 Survey

SES 2* SES Total

SES 2 SES Total

66
41

27

71

57
38

62
40

68

31

52

6-1

2. Born outside Canada
Non-English
English

,t

44
44

51

48

57

51

56
.

64

* SES 2 = lowest sumo6conumic status category based on ratings of parents' occupations
Source: Wright, 1971; Deosaran, 1976

Other Canadian surveys reveal a similar pattern. Fpr example, a survey, reported in
.1968, which involved over ninety thousand Ontario high school students, showed that
.the retention rate in ..igh school was highest for those who spoke a language c titer
than English or French at }Tne and lowest for those who spoke French at home.7
Retention rates for those 1,-vlib spoke English at home were 4 percent lower than the
"Other" group and 10 percent higher than the French group.
Another survey reported that the percentage of students from non-English, nonFrench backgrounds who achieved B or higher averages in grade 11 ranged from 45.5
percent to 53.3 percent, compared to 35.6 percent of children whose fathers were
born in the British Isles, and 33.1 percent of children whose fathers were Canadianborn.8,

A note of caution is necessary in interpreting the results of these surveys. All the
data for students born in Canada relates to students whose parents immigrated prior
to the early 1960s. Thus, the relatively high levels of academic performance shown by
these students cannot be generalized to students whose parents immigrated during the
more recent influx of the late 1960s and early 1970s. More recent data show minoritylanguage students in Metropolitan Toronto elementary schools performing poorly in
English academic skills.9 However, these students were of low SES, and some were
born outside Canada. Thus, the Canadian data reported above should be interpreted
as indicating that it is possible for minority-language students to perform extremely
well academically under certain conditions; these findings, however, cannot be generalized to all Canadian minority-languagestudents.
18
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In summary, the available evidence suggests that, with the exception of the FrancoOntarian group, minority students born in Canada tend to show a relatively high level
of academic achievement in English-only programs. These findings contrast with the
low levels of achievement shown by many minority groups in L2-only schools in other
contexts.

Reasons for Success or Failure of Minority Students in L2-Only Programs
The variation in academic performance shown by different groups of minority students from the same socioeconomic backgrounds and under the same educational
conditions can be understood in relation to the different patterns of bilingualism and
cultural identity developed by students. Those students who perfonn well in L2-only
schools tend to be highly Motivated to learn L2 and to identify with the majority culture (patterns 1 and 4). This orientation appears to characterize most immigrant
groups in Canada, who usually place a high value on education and encourage their
children to do likewise. These groups frequently, but not invariably, have a strong sense
of pride in their own cultural backgroMds.1°

By contrast, those groups that have been found to perform poorly in. L2-only
schools appear to be characterized by ambivalence towards the majority group and insecurity about the vain% of their Jw n cultures (patterns 2 and 3). On the one hand,
they know that learning the majority language is necessary for economic success; however, on the other hand, they often feel hostile towards the majority culture because
they feel that members of the majority group regard their culture as inferior and not
worth preserving. The result is that parents may not strongly encourage their children
to maintain their LI and identify with the home culture because they partially accept

the stigma of inferiority and suspect that the attempt to avoid assimilation may be
futile. However, they may also feel unable to provide adequate encouragement to their
children to develop high levers of proficiency in L2 because this will accelerate the replacement of 1,1 and the rejection of the home culture by the child.
Consider, for example, the following description of Finnish immigrants in qvveden
given by Heyman, a Swedish researcher:
many Finns in Sweden feel an aversion, and sometimes even hostility, towards the Swedish
language and refuse to learn it or learn it under protest. There is repeated evidence of this,
children and adults who are ashamed
as there is, on the other hand, of Finnish people
of their Finnish language and do not allow it to live and develop.11

The same pattern of ambivalence or hostility towards the majority cultural group
and insecurity about one's own language and culture is found, to a greater or lesser extent, in other minority groups that have tended to perform poorly in. school; for example, North American Indians and Spanish-speakers in the United States, and FrancoOntarians.
How does this pattern of parental ambivalence towards home and majority cultures
get translated into school failure among minority-language childre'n? First, obviously,
these same attitudes get transmitted (probably unconsciously) to the children so that

they are not strongly motivated to learn either language. Teachers may contribute to

this pattern either through low expectations of the child's ability to leant L2 or
through insensitivity towards the child's cultural background.

28
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However, a second way in which the home environment affects the child's school
performance is through the linguistic stimulation (or lack of it) that children receive in
LI If parents arc ashamed of their cultural background or feel they speak an inferior

dialect of LI, they may not strongly encourage children to develop LI skills in the
home. For example, they may communicate with the child only when necessary, or
use a mixture of LI and L2 in the home. Thus, children's LI abilities (that is, the
development of concepts and thinking skills in LI) may, be poorly developed on entry
to school. This leaves children without a conceptual basis for learning L2 in an L2only school situation, and consequently they may achieve only low levels of proficiency
(for example, reading skills) in both languages.
In summary, minority-danguage children will tend to perform well in school when

they are highly motivated to learn the majority language and to identify with the
majority culture. Parental encouragement to do this is extremely important. However,
parents will be unable to provide adequate encouragement when they feel hostile towards the majority group and insecure about the value of their own culture. In these
cases, children's performanc, in school, as well as the proficiency they develop in both
languages, will tend to reflect the ambivalent attitude of their parents and the pattern
of linguistic interaction they have experienced in the home.
In the previous sections, minority students' performance in L2-only programs has
been considered. The next section will examine the effects of incorporating students'
LI into the educational program, whether for "survival" or "enrichment" purposes.

Effects of Promoting Minority Students' Ll in Schools
Those who oppose the teaching of students' LI in the public elementary school frequently argue that the promotion of LI will impede the development of English acadetnic skills. This has also been a concern of some parents of minority students. Common sense would suggest that reducing the amount of English instructional time would
result in lower achievement in English. However, evaluations of bilingual programs for
minority students conducted in many countries show clearly that there is no basis for
this "common sense" assumption.
The following four examples illustrate the results of these evaluations The first two
use LI as a major medium of instruction, primarily to promote educational survival
among mitionty students, educational enrichment through language and culture maintenance is the primary goal in the other two.

1. Rock Point Navajo Study. Before the bilingual program was started in 1971, children were two years behind U.S. norms in English reading by the end of grade 6, des.
pat intensive teaching of English as a second language. The bilingual program used
Navajo as the major medium of instruction from kindergarten through grade 2, and
continued its use throughout elementary school for between 25 and 50 percent of the
Instruction. English-reading instruction was delayed until Navajo reading skills were
well established (mid-grade 2). By the end of grade 6, children in the bilingual program
were performing slightly above U.S. grade norms in English reading de.pite considerably less exposure to English instruction than previously.' 2
One wonders to what extent similarly ell-implemented programs for Canadian
Native children might achieve equivalent results.
20
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2. Sodertalje Program for Finnish Immigrant Children in Sweden,. The findings of this

evaluation are very similar to those of the Rock Point Navajo evaluation. Finnish
children in Swedish-o,nly programs had been found to perform worse in Finnish than

approximately 90 percent of equivalent socioeconomic status Finnish children in
Finland, and worse in Swedish than about 90 percent of Swedish children. The Sodertalje program, however, used Finaisia as the major initial language of instruction and
continued its use throughout elementary school, although Swedish became the major
language of instruction from grade 3. By grade 6, children's performance in this pro-

-

gam in both Finnish and Swedish was almost at the same level as that of Swedishspeaking children in Finland, which was a considerable improvement in both languages
compared to their performance in Swt.fdish-only programs.13

3. Manitoba Francophone Study. A large-scale study carried out by Hebert et al.
among grades 3, 6, and 9 minority francophone students in Manitoba who were receiving varying amounts of instruction through the medium of French found that
the amount of French-medium instruction showed no relationship to children's achievement in English." In other words, francophone students receiving 80 percent instruction in French and 20 percent instruction in English did just as well in English as students receiving 80 percent instruction in English and 20 percent in French. However,
amount of instruction in French was positively related to achievement in French. In
other words, instruction through French benefited students' French at no cost to their
progress in English.
4. Edmonton Ukrainian-English Bilingual Program. The evaluations of this program in
which 50 percent of the instruction is given in Ukrainian throughout elementary school
have shown no detrimental effects on the development of children's English or other
academic skills, in fact, by grade 3, students in the program had pulled ahead of the
comparison group in English reading skills." A study earned out with grades 1 and 3
studentsirevealed that students who were relatively fluent in Ukrainian as a result of
vrents using it consistently in the home were significantly better able to detect ambiguities in English sentence. structure than tither equivalent unilingual English-speaking
children not in the program or children in the program who came from predominantly
English-speaking homes.I6

In summary. the results of reeartli conducted in Canada and elsewhere show that
nunority children's LI proficiency can be promoted in school at no cost to the develop
ment of proficiency in L2.
Attempts to explain the success of bilingual programs in promoting L2 academic

skills for minority students who tend to perform poorly in L2-only programs have
emphasized two major factors:
(1) Learning L2 no longer threatens students' identity, because the use of their LI
in the school gives them pride in their own cultural background and reinforces
their self-concept.
(2) The use of LI as the language of instruction builds ou the linguistic and intellectual skids which students bring to the school. Thus, students are able to benefit

fully from interaction with the teacher, and when instruction in L2 is introduced, they can use the concepts and knowledge developed in LI to make the
21
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L2 input comprehensible. In other words, concepts developed in LI can be
easily transferred to L2, given adequate exposure to L2 either in school or in the
wider environment. These factors are considered in more detail in Chapter 4.
Although detailed evaluations of progiams which teach heritage languages for several hours per week (fur example, the Ontario Heritage Languages Program) have not

been carried out, it is clear that there is little basis for the concerns of some teachers
ancLA)arents that students' English skills will suffer as a result of the teaching of LI. If
programs which use LI as the language of instruction for the major part of the school
day (such as those involving Navajo and Finnish, discussed above) significantly help
children acquire proficiency in the majority language, it is unlikely thak teaching for
2Y2 hours per week will have any negative effects.

There is also considerable evidence that, in addition to helping minority students
sun ire educationally, promotion of LI proficiency can significantly benefit students'
intellectual functioning.

Bilingualism as a Positive Force in Children's Intellectual and Educational
Development
In the past, researchers and educators have tended to regard bilingualism as a major
cause of the pour school performance of some groups of minority children. There
appeared to be strung evidence for this belief because of the many minority-language
children who showed low levels of proficiency (for example, reading skills) in both
languages. Certainly the low level of proficiency which these children h.! in the Ian
guages of instruction UUntril/UtlAl to their educational difficulties. However, as pointed

out earlier, these difficulties should be attributed not to bilingualism itself, but rather
to the lack of full bilingualism and the attempts of school systems to eradicate bilingualism in minority children.
A very different picture emerges when we examine the effects of bilingualism among
children whose proficiency in both languages has continued to develop. Many recent
research studies suggest that under these circumstances bilingualism can enhance intellectual and educational abilities. These studies have reported positive effects of
bilingualism in five areas. (1) ability to analyse and become aware of language; (2)
overall aeadetnie language skills (fur example, reading and writing), (3) general conceptual development, (4) creative thinking, and (5) sensitivity to communicative needs of
the listener.' 7
This type of finding is not at all surprising when one considers whet is involved in
becoming bilingual. In gaining control over two language systems, the bilingual child
has had to deeipher much more language input than the unilingnal child, who has been
exposed to only one language system. Thus, the bilingual child has had more practice
in analysing meanings that the unilingnal child.
In general, the beneficial effects of bilingualism on intellectual functioning that have
been reported have been fairly subtle and do not represent large-scale enhancement of
children's intellectual ability. Nevertheless, these effects have been consistently reported
in situations w here bilingual children's thinking abilities are developed in both languages,
and they dearly add to the obvious personal advantages of bilingualism to the individual
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One wheel can get you u places. .

So can a bTg wheel and a little wheel. . . .

However, when your wheels are
nicely balanced and fully inflated

you'll go further... .

Provided, of course, the people who made
the wheels knew what they were doing. . . .
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In conclusion, the effects of bilingualism on children's educational and intellectual
growth depend vety much on the type of bilingualism that is developed. Where children
for example, small vocabulary, incomplete gramdevelop low levels of proficiency
matical knowledge, low levels of reading and writing skills in both languages, educa-

tional and intellectual progress will be slowed down. However, where children's
abilities in both languages are r .latively well developed (not necessarily equal), then
there is evidence that bilingtialism can enhance intellectual functioning. Where children
develop a high level (that is, age-appropriate) of proficiency in one of their languages
and a relatively low level of proficiency in the other langiiage, neither positive nor

negative effects would be expected. This may be the situation for sonic minoritylanguage children in Canadian schools whose LI proficiency declines rapidly after the

start of school. However, other children, who develop their LI proficiency either
through the efforts of parents or through heritage-language classes, may fall into the
second catcgory.of advantageous bilingualism.

Facilitation in Learning Additional Languages
Although relatively little research has been conducted on this issue, the available evidence suggests that bilingualism facilitates the learning of additional languages. For example, the French Department of the Toronto Board of Education informally observed
that
students who arc learning French as a third language perform better than children who are
learning French as a second language. Somehow the learning of a third language is facilitated by the learning of a second.18

Research evidence in support of this observation is pros idcd by the findings of a study
wine!' investigated the learning of French by children from minority -language (mainly

Italian) backgrounds in Metropolitan Toronto." Grades 4, 5, and 6 children from
minority-language backgrounds who had twenty minutes of French a day since grade I
performed significantly better on a Frt nth listening comprehension test than children
from English-only home backgrounds. This finding is especially remarkable since the
minority-language children came from lower SES families and had significantly worse
English academic skills than the English background students. Similar results have been
reported in other studies involving Ita;:an students in Toronto and Ottawa.2° However,

it is not clear from these studies whether the advantage of the bilinguals is due to
bilingualism itself ur to specific transfer of vocabulary , and so on, between Italian and

French, which are quite similar languages. It is also not possible to say whether the
advantage is just a temporary advantage in the initial stages of learning or whether it
is more permanent.
A recent small-scale study carried out by Orpwood suggests that more than just
specific transfer across Limilarlanguages is involved in explaining the bilinguals' superior

performance.2 ' She found that in grades 2 and 1 French immersio.1 classes, children
from "third" language backgrounds performed consistently better in both French and
other academic skills that, children from English-only backgrounds 111 the children in
this study were from middle to upper sue...economic backgrounds and a wide variety
of language backgrounds was represented.
The research findings considered in previous sections show that promoting the de24
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velopment of minority children's LI in the school program contributes to their acquisition of L2 academic skills as well as to their overall intellectual growth. A similar pattern of results emerges from research on the use of minority students' LI in the home

Mother Tongue Development in the Home
Several studies show that the use of a minority language in the home is not a handicap
to children's academic progress. This was evident in the Cummins and Mulcahy study
in the Ukrainian bilingual program,22 and it can also be inferred from the findings in
Table 2 (p. 18) that minority students born in Canada who learned English as a secondlanguage performed as well or better on all academic tasks compared to Canadian-born
students for whom English was a first language.

The same conclusion emerges in a recent study of Italian immigrant children in
Montreal conducted by Bhatnagar.23 This study examined the academic progress of
171 immigrant children in English-language elementary schools, and 102 in Frenchlanguage schools in relation to language spoken at home and with friends and siblings
Bhatnagar sums up his findings as follows:
The results reported here do not support the popular assumption that the more immigrant
children speak the local language the better their adjustment to the host culture. It is interesting to note tha1 'immigrant children who used Italian and a Canadian language interchangeably were better even at English or French, of both the spoken and written variety,
should
than children who used English or French ail the time.... Language retention
lead to higher academic adjustment, better facility in the host language, and better social
relations of immigrant children.24

Sevt3:al reasons can be suggested to explain why children who maintaintheir LI
proficiency, despite peer group pressur.: to use English (or French) exclusively, perform better academically. First, as outlined earlier, there is considerable research evidence that bilingualism positively influences children's intellectual and academic (level
opment. Second, minority children who arc comfortable in their emotional adjustment

...BUT HIS TEACHERS :MY
I-IE NEEDS MORE EXPOSURE
TO ENGLISH

..
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to both the majority culture and the culture of the home perform better academically
than those who are ambivalent to either home or majority cultures or to both. Obvious-

ly, language retention is an important aspect of a child's adjustment to the home
culture.
The third reason concerns the quality of parent-child communication in the home.
In a longitudinal study recently conducted in England, Wells has shown that children's
acquisition of reading skills in school is strongly related to the extent to which parents
responded to and expanded upon the child's utterances.25 If parents are not comfortable in English, the quality of their interaction with their children in English is likely

to be less than in LI. Thus, teachers should be extremely cautious about advising
minority parents to switch to English in the home. Whether the language of the home
it the same or different from the language of the school matters very little in comparison to the quality of the interaction children experience with adults.
In conclusion, it is clear that the research results on the effects of bilingualism and
LI development run counter to the intuitive beliefs of many parents and teachers who
feel that any time spent on LI will detract from children's English skills. Contrary to
this assumption, it appears that the development of LI skills both in home and school
carries significant educational advantages for minority students. In order to understand
why the promotion of LI does not lead to lower levels of proficiency in English, it is
necessary to examine the implicit model of bilingualism which give,, rise to this expectation and replace, it with a model which can inure adequately account for the research
findings.
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The Balance'Effect Theory
The belief that promoting skills 11, one of a bilingual's two languages would inevitably

lead to a decrease in p ficiencyin the otim is known as the Balance Effect theory.
c Balance Effect theory which are illustrated in
There are two major assum io s i
ed that there was only so much linguistic capacity
Figure 1. First, the theory
available and therefore sharing t between two, languages would lead to lower levels of
proficiency in each language co pared to unilingual speakers of each. This assumption
is illustrated in Figure 1 by the fact that as one of the bilingual's linguistic "balloons"
UNILINGUAL

BILINGUAL

Figure 1 /According to the Balance Effect Theory: Double Talk = Double Think
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gets inflated, lets room i., left fur the other. Linguistic ability here refers to the ability
to use language a aan instrument of thought, and includes such things as reading skills,
vocabulary and concept knowledge, and so on.
The second assumption of the Balance Effect theory is that the tun balloons or sets
of huge, nstic abilities are separate. Therefore, stimulation of one means that the other is
not being stimulated and will consequently decline in relation to the language ability
of unilingual speakers of that language. Thus, the theory would predict that teaching
mmonty -language children through the medium of LI would result in lower levels of
L2 skills as compared to minority -language children taught through the medium of
L2. Its clear that the psyellueducational argument against teaching heritage languages

...

outlined in Chapter 1 is based on an implicit "Balance Effect' model of bilingual
proficiency.
When applied to the educational problems of minority language children, the Bal
ante Effect theory appearc.: rdausible, because it was evident that as children acquired
L2 skills their LI skills declined. It was also convenient for educator& to blame chil
dren's LI for their failure to acquire adequate L2 skills.

However, as outlined earlier, the Balance Effect aprars plausible only because of
particular societal and educational influences, and has very little to do with the vela
tionship between a bilingual's two lang,uagcs. When the societal and educational influ
ences arc changed, it beetmics obvious that the Balance Effect theory cannot fit the
facts. For example, if the theory were valid, then the Navajo Indian children hi Rock
Point should have performed worse in. English when half their instruction was given in
Navajo, yet they performed much better in English after the bilingual program was
, children in the Ukrainian-English bilingual program in Fdmunton
started.
should perform only about half as well in English as children who have all their instruc
non in English, yet they perform just as well, and even show some subtle advantages
in their appreciation of English word meanings.

Society c,nd schools made the balance effect theory look credible
28
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The Think Tank Model
To recapitulate, the main research findings that require explanation are'

I. Time spent through the medium of minority children's LI either in home or at
school does not in any way impede the development of L2 academic skills.

2. Promoting the development of minority children's LI skills in the school signifi
cantly improves L2 academic skills among minority children who tend to per-

form poorly in Lonly schools.
3. Bilingualism and biliteracy appear to confer intellectual and academic advantages
on the individual when proficiency in both languages continues to develop.

The Think Tank model attempts to provide a framework within which these findings
can be interpreted.

bigure 2/The Think Tank Model: Double Talk # Double Think

The model makes the following three assumptions. First, talkire usually reflects
thinking, and the thinking that underlies talk in LI is essentially the same as the think
ing that underlies talk in L2. lu other words, there is only one 'flunk Tank which formulates thoughts that arc expressed in both L I and L2 as well as comprebewls other
people's thoughts that are expressed in both LI and L2.
Second, although the same basic ability underlies the processing of meanings in 1 1
and L2, these meanings are not always directly translatable across languages. For example, "love- and "amour" are very likely to have different connotations for a FrenchEnglish bilingual depending upon where and how his or her experiences were We
know from research conducted by Paul Kolers of the University of Toronto that conCrete objects that people in different countries manipulate in similar ways (for example, pencils, books, and so on) have similar meanings in a bilingual's two languages I
However, abstract concepts (freedom and justice, for example) and feelings (love,
guilt, and so on) will often have somewhat different meanings in the two languages
Thus, some information or operations (for example, arithmetical calculations) may be
29
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much easier to express Iii one of the bilingual's two languages depending upon the exposure to that information. However, 01: important point is that all the information is
stored in the same Think Tank, and the individual potentially has access to (call inspect) all the information so stored.
A third assumption of the Think Tank model is that an individual's experience with
language is extremely important fur the opt tation and development of the Think Tank
Thus, understanding, speaking, reading, and writing either language (attributes to the

developliwnt of the total Think Tank. However, if an individual's proficiency in one
of the languages is low, then the amount and quality of both input and output flowing
between the Think Tank and the environment thro igh that channel will be reduced.
In minority-language children (for example, Fin s in Sweden), if both linguistic
channels remain relatively restricted over a proloi ,ed period of time in the t)pe of
input and output that can be handled, then growth of the Think Tank will slow down
and eventually stagnate.

The three assumptions of tne Think Tank m del can be summarized as follows'

although the linguistic contents of the Think Tank often retain specific LI or L2
characteristics (that is, they do not become linguistically homogenized), the same
mental expertise underlies performance (namely, processing of input and output)
in both languages. The quantity and quality of the linguistic input and of the feedback received from linguistic output in both languages is an important stimulus for the
growth of the to ' Think Tank.

Operating the Think Tank
Mere we come to the functions of the Think Tank manager, whose main duty is to
regulate the mput and output of information in both languages and keep the operation
running smoothly. The manager has thrt .- main control functions. First is the inspection end monitoring control, whereby the contents of the Think Tank can be inspected
and, where necessary, attempts can be matte consciously to modify these contents For
30
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compare the specifie meanings that "amour" and "love" have
example, bilinguals
for them. The grammar of each language and the different ways in which the same
thoughts art expressed in each language can als,o be compared. When grammatical mistakes are brought to the_ individual's attention, attempts can be made to monitor and
correct these errors. The application of this function to two language stores is one of
the ways in which bilinguals may experience a subtle advantage over unilinguals in
*appreciation of word meanings and awareness of.how language itself works.
The second function of the manager is to operate the snitch control whereby Hie
input or output of one language can be turned off and the other turned on. -Fore ex
----ample, bilinguals may start an utterance in LI and finish it in L2; or at a part) an individual may alternate between listening to an English cunversatioin his or her ow n
group and a Spanish conversation in a neighboring group.

The first two control funetioco are concerned with the internal operation of the
Think Tank. The third is whet:1.11,J with motivational influences on its operation.
Here the manager must decide on policy and implement it through the take control.
The,valve control regulates the flow of input to and output from the ThinkTank. Thus,
if a ininunt)-language student is anxious to quickly replace LI by L2, she or he can
shut down the LI valve and open the L2 valve as fully as possible. The account on page

13 illustrates how the 1,1 valve can be reopened "if I get interested in what they are
saying." It seems likely that the poor performance of, for example, Navajo Indian
and Finnish immigrant children in L2, w hen all instruction is through L2, is due to a
partial closure of the 1,2 vaLe caused by negative attitudes towards tlic L2 comunmity.
valve is partially closed, and there is little stimalation coming in through the
If the
Ll valve, then growth in the Think Tank will be relatively sluggish.

Applying the Think Tank Model
The reasons w by instruction through 1,1 for minority language I. hildrcil is just as, or
more, effective in promoting L2 skills as instruction through L2 can he easily described
in terms of the model. Contrary to the assumptions of many parents and teachers,
inmonty children's educational performance in I-2 is not determint-d only by experi
ence m 1.2,.Instead, it is cletermined by the entire store of linguistit and conceptual
knowledge in the Think Tank w Inch is derived from the totality of the child's experience in both languages.

The importance of previous conceptual information or subje t matter knowlge for
:ompreliending meaning in 1,2 can be illustrated by a relativ ely common occurrence
for anybody who has developed partial skills in a second lal.-age. Imagine that you
have an intermediate level of French proficiency and are listening to a lecture. on
Canadian politics, a subject III w Inch you are pas,tionately interested. It is quite likely
that you will understand a considerable amount of w hat is being said becaus,. of your
knowledge of the events and context of w hat is being discussed. You will undoubtedly
understand much more than you would in a lecture on French politics, a subject in
which you have very little knowledge and less interest.

In the slum way, programs which teach through the medium of LI are not just
developing fluency in LI, they art also developing the underlying conceptual and
acadenuc skills isubjeet matter knowledge) which are necessary for academic develop
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ment in English. Of course, adequate exposure to L2 is necessary; however, because
L2 is the language of the environment, the minority child Usually receives an enormous amount of stimulation in L2 through TV, other children, and so on. Thus, a
minority child who develops conceptual knowledge and reading skills in LI as a result

of instruction mainly through LI at school will usually have little difficulty transferring this knowledge to L2. However, even where instruction through L2 is effective
in developing a high :.,:vel of conceptual knowledge in minority children, this knowledge
will usually not transfer to LI, because of lack of exposure to literate uses of LI (reading,and ,writing) and also lack of motivation to develop LI (closure of the LI valve to
the Think Tank).

The final chapter considers the practical implications of the research findings for
heritage-language teas hers and minority parents anxious to promote the development
of high levels of LI proficiency.

s
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Why and How Children Learn Languages
The central reason why babies learn a first language is to communicate with other
people who play some important role in their immediate environment (for example,
feed them). However, in their first year of life, before they can understand or produce
words, babies become very sensitive to the meanings of nonlinguistic aspects of the
communicative situation, for example, facial expressions (smiling), gestures (pointing),
tone of voice, and so on. The meanings of words are learnt by linking up the meaning
of a particular situation (for example, adult dresses baby for a walk) with the words
that the adult usually produces in that situation (for example, "We're going for a walk
now'). Thus, the child's extralinguistic knowledge plays a crucial role in making the

liguistic input comprehensible. Gradually, as the child is exposed to more comprehensible input, she or he will begin to try out words in these situations (for example,
"walk') and the adult will delightedly respond and amplify the child's utterance,
thereby providing both feedback as to the appropriateness of the utterance as well as
more linguistic input to the child.
Minority.language children pick up L2 in much the same way in the street and/or in
school. First, there is a period which can range from several days to several months
when the child says very little in L2 but tries to decipher the L2 utterances of others
through linking up the utterance with the meaning of the situation. Then words and
phrases will be tried out and the effects of these utterances will be observed. Utterances which are not appropriate or don't have the expected effects will be modified
until gradually the words and the rules for combining them (grammar) begin to fit together into an organized system that gradually approximates that of a native-speaker
of L2.
The amount of time necessary to acquire mastery of a second (or first) language will
depend on the extent to which individuals have the opportunity and inclination to in-

teract with competent users of the language. It is thus not surprising that immigrant
children usually learn the second language more rapidly than their parents since, typically, they have much more exposure to the language than their parents.
33
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Implications for Teaching Heritage Languages
The central point made in the preceding section is that languages exist for communicating meaning, and are therefore best learned in situations where meanings are being
communicated and learners are interested in what is being communicated. This is why
so much second (or third) language learning that goes on in schools produces disappointing results (fur example, learning another language for twenty minutes per day).
The learner is not exposed to speakers of the language who have something important
or meaningful to communicate. Instead, teachers often try to teach components of the
language in isolation from the whole (for example, past tense, masculine gender, how
to form plurals, and so on). This type of teaching can form a useful supplement for
learners (especially adults and older children) who are exposed to natural communicative situations in the language outside the classroom. However, without this meaningful exposure, it will be sterile and counter-productive, especially for younger students.
There is one overriding principle that applies to heritage-language classes, whether
organized by communities or school boards. Children should find the classes interesting and rmioyable. Otherwise the motivational valve to the Think Tank will close down
and not much learning will occur. Perhaps the main way in which these classes are
,ffective is in motmating children to maintain and develop L1 rather than replacing it
by English. If the classes are made boring through an overemphasis on grammar and
memorization, then children will have very little desire to develop their proficiency
and will resent rather than have pride in the L1. Heritage-language classes will be most
effective when they use the heritage language as a vehicle for transmitting the culture
rather than try ing to teach the language in isolation from the culture. hi other words,
teachers must find ways of incorporating borne of the communicative methodology
of bilingual programs into the heritage language class. fume of the bays in which this
can be achieved are outlined in other handbooks in the present series.'

AT HALF PRIC

YOU LEARN
ABOUT PAST
TENSES AND
PLURALS!

A language is more than the sum of as parts and should be. taus' t as such
One further point that needs to be stressed about the teaching of heritage languages
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concerns the question of dialect. Many children in heritage language classes speak a
dialect of LI; and teachers sometimes fed that they niust eliminate this "inferior"
form tit order to teach the standard form. Often children are told that the forms they
have learned at home are wrung and the teacher attempts t, make children replace
these "incorrect" forms with the standard "correct" form. However, what teachers
may inadvertently communicate to children is that their parents are not only unable to
speak an adequate form of English, they are also incapable of speaking their Li properly. Titus, it is extremely important that heritage-language teachers do not attempt to
eradicate the dialect, instead, they should communicate to children that the dialect
and standard are, both valid forms of the language which are appropriate for different
contexts. If the teacher consistently uses the standard form while accepting student
utterances in the dialect, students will gradually shift to using the standard in the
school context. This orientation is, of course, a prerequisite fot any genuine communi
cative teaching. If teachers are constantly correcting students' utterances, very little
real communication will take place in the classroom, and consequently, very little
development of language skills will occur.

Promoting the Development of Children's Ll in the Hare
The first decision that must bernade-by parentsoine_or_hoth of whom st eak a minority_

language, us whether or riei they want their children to become bilingdal and, if so,
what degree of bilingualisrn'do they want their children to develop. For example, do
they want their children to develop full literacy skills in LI, or is the maintenance of
speaking and listening skills sufficient? This question is obviously linked to u by parents
want their children to became bilingual. A large variety of reasons are possible for

example, to maintain communication within the immediate family and with grand
parents and other relatives.. develop better appreciation of their cultural backpound;
to ensure the survival of the minority language community, to !n Ip children C adjust
if the family returns to the country of origin, because bilinguali-in will be anlYvantage.
in looking for a jub, or because bilingualism will enrich children personally by giving
them access to two cultural groups (for example, two literatures).
The point is that if parents know what their objectives are, they tan take the neces
bar), steps to realize the objectives. Bilingualism does not develop automatically just
because one language is Dpokyt at home and another in the school and ider environ
N1

ment. Unless special steps are taken to promote the development of the minority
language. there will be a strong tendiney to replace it by the noire prestigious majority
language. If language use un the home is haphazard and unplanned, with frequent
alternation of languages by the, same person speaking to tilt child, the minority language
is unlikely to develop adequately.

Thus, there are certain principles which parents should observe .' they want their
children to maintain the LI and become fully bilingual:

First, language cs lernt through communication. Therefore, parents must spend
time with their children, enjoy them, and talk with them about things which are of
mutual interest. This principle applies just as much to the one year old as to the six
year-old. Roger Brown, a prominent authority on language dev lopment from Harvard
University, answers the question of "Ilow can a concerned mother facilitate her child's
learning of language?" as follows:
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Believe that your child can understand more than he or she can say, and seek, above all, to
communicate. To understand and he understood.... There is no set of rules of how to talk
to a child that can even approach what you unconsciously know. If you concentrate on
communicating, everything else will follow.2

Naturally, this advice applies just as mud to fathers as to mothers.

SLOW DOWN,
WILL YA? 1'M
1-1EY

JUST A BABY

Communication between parents and children is extremely important in homes u here
children are being raised bilingually

Jcto lid, children should-be exposed to communication in LI as much as possible,
hen parents peak Li bet etu themselves, they should also speak LI to their children.
This is obviously necessary if LI is to develop fully, however, the principle carries the
important implication that it is not necessary to use English in the home Parents (and
teachers) sometimes feel that English rather than L 1 should be used in the home in
order to help children learn English, at best, this is not necessary, and at worst, it can
have very harmful effects. Children" whose LI proficiency has been well developed in
the home will have little difficulty acquiring English from exposure to it in the wider
environment, and there is evidence that their bilingualism will give them some educational advantages over the course of their School careers. Using English for communi-

cating with children will certainly not do any harm if parents can provide the same
quality of communication in English as they can in the LI. However, often parents are
less comfortable in English than in their LI and consequently the quality of communication between parents and children suffers. The result is slower development of
children's Think Tanks since the linguistic input is of a lower quality. It is clear that
the assumptions of parents and teachers who advise the use of English in the home are
based on the Balance Effeertheory which just doesn't fit the facts.
However, by the same token, it is not necessary for parents to shield children from
exposure to English on TV or in the street. It makes much more sense for parents to
think positively rather than negatively. In other words, rather than puiiibiting children
from watching, for example, "Sesame Street" on TV or playing with English-speaking
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children on the street, parents sdwuld seek out interesting activities w hich expose their
children to LI. Ways of doing this are for parents, relatives, friends, or older siblings to

tell stories, folk tales, riddles, jokes, and so on, from the LI culture to the children;
reading to the children in LI, watching TV programs in Li together with the children;
and participating in LI cultural or community activities. In short, parents must ensure
that knowing LI has some pay-off fur the child. There must be things that the child
enjoys doing that she or he can do in LI but could not do in English. Otherwise, why
should the child make the effort (and it often is an effort) to maintain LI listening and
speaking skills?

Obviously, this en ..euragement of LI development is not in any way incompatible
with encouraging the child to do well in school and in learning English. In other words,
parents should encourage each of their children's langu ges and cultures to enrich the
other rather than being afraid that each will detract from the other.

Third, parents should be consistent in their use of languages to their children. This
principle follows from the second. Alternating between lariguage;fron one time to the
next may tend to eonfuse children. In learning a language, children not only have to
work out what the individual words mean, but also how to combine those words to
make meaningful utteranees which observe grammatical rules, and which are appropri-

ate to the context in which they are uttered. It will be more difficult for children to
wort,Ait the grammatical rules of each language Iv hen they are exposed to a mixture
of both languages in the same context.

Fourth, each language should be associated with a specific context. This principle
is similar to the third, but is especially relevant to the situation w here parents consciously decide to expose their child to two languages in the home. This situation may
arise w hen each parent speaks a different language to the child or w here both parents
speak both languages to the child. Thus, when each } arent speaks a different language
to the child, they should be consistent in their, use of that language. If, for example,
French and Gerinan are the languages in question, the father should always speak

French to the child and the mother always German (or vice-versa). In this way the
child associates eaell language with a partieular pers(211 and knows which language to
speak or listen for when communicating with that person. Then language use in the

home is mixed or haphazard, it is more difficult for the child to sort out the vocabulary
and grammatical rules of each language.

The specific context in whit each language. is used does not matter so long as it is
clearly defined and consistently used. One person, one language, is perhaps the !no:e
common pattern. Another arrangement which works well when both parents are
brhngual is to use different languages on different flours of the house. For example,
French might be used upstairs and Italian downstairs. The permutations ifilrease when
the language of the wider environment and the language of school ng enter the picture.
One of the languages spoken at home may or may not fie the language of the wider
ommunity. For example, Freud' and German may be spoke.. at home and English
may be the language of the community. One family in Edmonton, 1Iberta, speaks
Armenian at home, the children go to a French immersion school; and they picked up
Lnglis w the environment. In another family in Edmonton, one parent speaks German
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to the children, the other speaks Ukrainian, and the children go to the Ukrainian
English bilingual program. In addition, they receive German instruction in Saturday
morning school.

Each language ,flould be associated with a specific context

In all these cases the parents were confident that trilingualism was possible for their
children and were aware of how to go about achieving this objective. They were aware
that it ias desirable to keep the languages separate, each one associated with a particular context, and also that it was not necessary to be concerned with their children's
acquisition of English, provided there was adequate communication between parents
and children in the home language(s). Children exposed to this type of linguistic environment often do very well in school, probably because parents are aware of the necessity to promote strongly the minority language(s) in the home. Thus, they may tend to
spend more time than parents in an English unilingual home in communicating with their
children and stimulating the development of children's overall conceptual knowledge.
In the initial stages, children exposed to two languages in the home may have less
vocabulary in each.than unilingual children. This is not surprising since the child has
been exposed to !ess f,i* each language than unijingual children. Research studies hase
suggasted, however, that children exposed to two languages in the home make more
rapid progress in overall development of concepts. It seems likely that in the early
grades of school (or before), children's transfer mechanisms will start to operate efficiently so that new vocabulary input in Ll will be a stimulus to seek out the equivalent
words in L2 and viceversa. However, parents should be aware that children's vocabulary
in each language is likely to be less than that of unilingual children in the initial stages
of acquisition and, consequently. that it is necessary to provide adequate stimulation
in each language. Where parents do stimulate the child (for example; read aloud to
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the child, explain things, play with the child, and so on) in each language, children
from bilingual homes soon catch up with unilinguals in vocabulary knowledge, depend

ing of course on relative degree of exposure to each language outside the home. If
,English and German are the languages of the home, English proficiency will soon out
strip German proficiency because of the predominance of English in the environment.
However, the child would likely have little trouble catching up with unilingual German
speakers if the family moved to Germany.

What if parents would like their children to become bilingual, but do not feel fully
comfortable in the minority language? This is sometimes the case with second- genera

tion parents who have lost some of their ability in their mother tongue yet would
like their children to hecome proficient in it. Under these eunditions, should one or
both parents use the minority language in communicating with their children? A prin
ciple which is applicable to this situation is that the major part of communication be
tw een parent and child should be in a language or languages in which the parent feels
fully comfortable. This is simply because the quality of parent-child interactioli is
likely to suffer if the language of communication dew not come naturally to the parent.
This does not of course mean that parents should never speak the minority language
to their children. The proficiency which tilt parents have in the minority language and
their pride in their cultural background will be a great stimulus to the dal to acquire
the language, and parents can Jupplcmult the linguistic input which children get fruin
other sources. For example, grandparents are likely to speak the minority language

more fluently than English, and they can be encouraged to speak it to the child.
Parents also can use the minority language when visiting grandparents. This expusurt
will allow_thc child to pick up "an car- for the language and start to develop bask vutab
ulary and grammar. In the hustle, parents could set aside a certain time of the day or
a certain room in the house just for speaking Ukrainian in order to help dodo', thtst
basic skills. however, in order for this type of "artificial" situation to butt eed, it must
be fun for the child. Enthusiasm and imagination on the part of the parents is net eb
nary to make the situation into a game and encourage the child to use, and enjoy using,
the language.

One of the must important ways that minurityla..age parent and teachers can
encourage children's development in the mother tongue is by reading stories aloud to
them. Many research studies have JIRAY II that children who are consistently read to in
the home tend to.tleve,lup higher overall language ability and du In ttcr in school than
children who art net cntuuragu! to read. Host public libraries in Litieb stuck a good
selection of childrcit's books in languages other than English, and certain publishers
(for example, StItolastic Publishers in Toronto) arc now marketing children's books in
heritage languages. Community urgani,,ations, school boards, and lutal libraries should
be able to provide more information on where children's book,. in heritage languages
can be located.
flow should parents encourage the detelopment of children's 1.1 when Guth parents
are working? Obviously , if baby sitters arc available who speak L I (for example grand
parents), there is little problem. !low ever, this is often not the cast, nunitipal day tare
prograaes art solely in English and baby sitters may Jima a language other than either
the child's 1, I or English.
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A worthwhile goal for minority communities to aim for under these conditions
would be bilingual (or LI-only) nursery schools in which preschool children's LI and
conceptual abilities would be strongly promoted. This type of nursery school has been
established by some community groups (for example, Ukrainians) in Metro Toronto
and appears to function extremely w ell. Obviously , however, minority parents must be
committed to LI retention and tom/limed of the academic benefits of bilingualism in
order to make this type of scheme succeed. What has been said up to now about
parent-child interaction in LI hi:tomes even more important w hen the time available
for promoting LI in the home is reduced.

el 9
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6
Conclusions

Clearly, bilingualism does not develop automatically in minority-language children, and

parents may sometimes question whether it is worth the effort to try to maintain the
mother tongue, especially if they fear that this might interfere in children's learning of
English. This is a question which individual parents piust decide for themselves; however, decisions sh.mild he made at an early stage of children's language development,
not when the replacement process has already started. Also, decisions should be made
in the light of what is known about bilingualism and children's development. This can
be summarized as follows:

1. Minoritylanguage children whose LI pioficieney on starting school is well-developed will usually have little difficulty acquiring high levels of English proficiency.
However, children whose overall conceptual abilities in both LI and L2 are poorly developed are likely to experience difficulty in school.

2. When both languages are well-developed, bilingualism seems to benefit some
aspects of children's intellectual functioning; however, when neither laruage is
well-developed, children are often at 4 disadvantage in school.
3. Poor development of both languages frequently occurs among minority-language
children whose parents feel ashamed of their own language and culture, and ambivalent or even hostile to the majority language and culture. These children tend
to perform very poorly.in an L2-only school setting; however, resPf..-rch findings
suggest that their school performance improves considerably when LI is used as
a medium of instruction for part of the school day.
4. These findings (and many others in different bilingual situations) clearly refute

the "Balance Effect" theory, that is, that time devoted to one of a bilingual's
two languages results in a decrease in proficiency in the other. Provided a bilingual is adequately exposed to both languages and is motivated to learn both,
then performance in either LI or L2 will be determined by the quality of total
stimulation in both Ll and L2. What this means is thrt teaching through the
medium of JA for minority-language children is just as, or in some cases more,
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effective in promoting L2 proficiency and overall conceptual abilities as instruction through L2. The opposite does not hold because motivation to learn and exposure to LI is usually inadequate.
5. Minority-language parents should make a clear decision as to whether they want
their children to be bilingual, and if. so, what degree of bilingualism they desire
their children to attain. If bilingualism is desired, parents must take an active
role in encouraging their children to develop their LI proficiency.
6. Heritage-language classes which diildren enjoy and find interesting are extremely
valuable in helping children develop LI proficiency. However, classes which
children find boring and unpleasant will not motivate children to take pride in

their culture and develop their LI proficiency.
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